INTRODUCTION

As students who are striving for efficient time-management we were in need of a simple and easy-to-use time tracking app in order to analyze where our time goes, thus timetrack was born.

Timetrack is:
- privacy-oriented (data saved only locally)
- flexible (basic manual recording coupled with automatic tracking)
- simple (very easy to use)
- cross-platform (linux and windows)

FEATURES

- **Project management**
  - Create projects and tasks.
  - Mark tasks as done.
  - Archive projects for more convenient overview.

- **Data visualization**
  - Graph will visualize data to your own liking for a specific time interval.
  - Tool tips will give you exact amount of time spent on a project or task.
  - Project detailed overview will show you time spent on project’s tasks.

- **History overview**
  - Overview of all recordings.
  - Edit their duration, starting date and project that the recording belongs to.
  - Sort recordings by project name, task, starting date or duration.
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